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Women crusaders against maternal health rights abuse

KMSS stages demos

STAFF REPORTER

Guwahati, Dec 6 – The Food and Safety wing of the State Health and Family Welfare department today conducted inspections on the premises of popular fast food chain in protest against the moves to stop supply of ration to tea garden workers and hand over Assam’s land to Bangladesh.

There were allegations that such restaurants would be served with artificial intelligence were served to the customers. A similar case was detected in New Delhi, the officials said.

As per the Food Safety and Standards Act, 2009, if any ingredient or food is found to be harmful, the owner of the outlet may be fined up to Rs 5 lakhs, and licence barred while talking to this reporters.

Baruah said that such inspections should be intensified in the next few months.

Of late, the Food Safety and Standards Act is being sought by various medical professionals.